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Bring Your Students Aboard!
Day and Overnight Programs aboard schooner Adventuress
When you join us for a sail on the Schooner Adventuress, your group will take part in an active
learning and working voyage.
Sound Experience’s school and youth group programs are designed to spark the imagination and
foster an interest in science, leadership, maritime and the environment.

STUDENT FIELD TRIPS
➢ Sound Experience uses a variety of developmentally
appropriate strategies to meet the diverse learning needs of
our participants.
➢ Using the framework of "Ship as Teacher," concepts such as
systems, sustainability, teamwork, and responsibility to self
and community are fully experienced rather than merely
observed.
➢ Sound Experience Learning Stations naturally align with the Next Generation Science
Standard focus on real-world phenomena and embrace the 7 Ocean Literacy Principles.

PROGRAM THEMES
Sound Experience offers four themed options for your day or overnight program. Within each theme
is a specific selection of learning stations that might include Marine Life, Plankton, Ocean
Acidification, Nautical Skills, Navigation, Mechanical Advantage and Life Aboard Ship. Each station
complements each other to create a cohesive learning experience.
• Emerging Issues in the Salish Sea: Identify major environmental issues of the region and
learn how we as a community can have an impact.
• Marine Trades: Learn about the importance of the marine trade industry and its impact in our
region.
• Marine Ecology: Discover a deeper understanding of the Salish Sea and its inhabitants.
• Becoming a Mariner: Explore the many skills required to become a mariner on the Salish Sea

THE PROGRAM
Sound Studies (day) and Sound Explorations (overnight) programs are hands-on 3-5 hour day
experiences and 3-6 day voyages that encourage young people to become sailors and stewards.
Students connect history to today’s relevant issues affecting our waterways and oceans. They learn
about the role of plankton, the problem of microplastics and how our daily actions can make a
difference.
When you join us on a sail, your group will take part in an active learning and working voyage. On
board Adventuress, students are able to experience how community, nature, culture and
infrastructure all interact and shape each other. Throughout the entire sail, students work with crew to
raise the sails, steer the ship, sing sea shanties, and participate in interactive learning stations.
SOUND STUDIES FIELD TRIPS
For up to 45 people, grades 3-12
3-Hour Sail Cost:
• Peak (May-Sept): $1,210
• Off Peak (Mar, Apr, Oct): $1,150
5-Hour Sail Cost:
• Peak (May-Sept): $1,760
• Off Peak (Mar, Apr, Oct): $1,675

SOUND EXPLORATIONS FIELD TRIPS
Overnight trips for 3 to 10 days, up to 24
people ages 10 and up.
• Peak (May-Sept): $2,900/per day
• Off Peak (Mar, Apr, Oct): $2,780/per day

Sound Experience sails the historic schooner Adventuress to educate, inspire, and empower
an inclusive community that works to improve our marine environment and
celebrates our maritime heritage.

For more information regarding our School and
Youth Programs, visit our website or contact us:
P.O. Box 1390, Port Townsend WA 98368
P.O. Box 2044, Kirkland WA 98083
www.soundexp.org ▪ (360)379-0438

Sound Experience is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit education organization based in the Puget Sound region of
Washington state.

